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ABSTRACT 

 
In search … 
Within the department, ‘IVOTO’ (institute for design aimed technological research) is a research team around 
construction techniques: structure, construction, climate and comfort, technical installations, material … 
The teams want in the first place to conduct investigation and create knowledge from design aimed thinking by 
means of technical (construction) actors and appliances. 
This research field varies from basically to applied and problem solving. 
An important component of this research will formulate a design aimed instrument. 
However this research needs further technical study to be able to act as a supplier for passing positive and 
innovating design attitudes in the future. 
The research topic treads within the framework of the search for solutions for the challenges of tomorrow. 
They are formulated to design attitudes which can be used inventively in education and design practice. 
In the field of this research we distinguish four study fields: capacity evaluation of relevant buildings, structural 
concept, comfort in an energetic draft form and study of materials. 
 
Free your mind !!! 

    
Photograph: www.anvari.org. 
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Bringing the construction techniques into the design-process 
One of the problems in the Belgian design practice is the gap between the architectural design process and the 
technical knowledge: the architect-designer passes on the technical side of the building to the expert-engineer 
and is no longer master of the entire design process. This technical input, however, needs to be taken into 
account as early as possible in the design process in order to enhance the quality of the architectural project. An 
important reason for this problem lays in the analytical and mainly quantitative way this technical knowledge is 
brought to the architect: for the non-expert it is hard to see the essence and keep the overall view. 
 
In order to integrate the technical knowledge more into the design process, a more synthetic and qualitative 
approach is needed: the accurate scientific knowledge of construction needs to be translated into relevant design 
oriented knowledge formulated in the language of the architect. This involves defining what ‘relevant knowledge’ 
is for the designer and determining how to formulate it so that it will enrich his design process. 
 
In this process two fields need to be considered: 
 

1. Construction-rules for the architect-designer 
The knowledge of the existing construction typologies can be transformed into construction-rules described 
by design parameters in stead of pure engineering parameters. These rules have an appropriate accuracy to 
make the main parameters become more apparent for the designer. With the help of a computer the 
influence of the different parameters on the design-result can easily be visualized. It is possible to use these 
rules without understanding the deeper laying constructional science. In a way they have their own logics 
focused on the creating world of the architect-designer. The purpose of these rules is to help the architect-
designer in an early stage of his design-process to understand the impact of the construction on the overall 
design. 
 
2.  Developing constructional insight 
If the architect-designer wants to create new construction solutions, not described by the known construction-
rules, he/she needs to understand the essence of the sciences dealing with the construction. For the 
architect-designer a synthetic and mainly qualitative understanding is needed, keeping the overall view. The 
classical analytical teaching of construction by breaking up a problem into different steps and parameters 
makes this understanding more chattered. The current software-technology certainly makes it possible to 
explain the nature of construction in a more synthetic way without having to show every step of the scientific 
solving-process. Because the construction-insight of the architect-designer can be more a qualitative than a 
quantitative one, an appropriate accuracy can be chosen in order to make the essence more apparent.  
 

Capacity evaluation of relevant buildings 
At the capacity evaluation of relevant buildings, the synergy between the different technical aspects and concepts 
(energy, structure, material) is examined. This evaluation bases itself among other things e.g. on literature 
research, studying and analyzing relevant buildings, designs or constructions and technical measuring … 
This research leads as a feeding floor for timeless solutions to a holistic and syncretic quality. 
The research of structural concepts aims at a first stage at intuitive, rationally and creatively exploration and 
developing innovative structures within a scientifically experimental framework. 
In this research structural systems are devised and evaluated by physical and virtual experiments. It concerns 
here e.g. light structures (membrane, pneumatics, tensegrity, etc.) but also scale constructions, rule areas, plane-
active systems and hybrid structures. 
 
Case: Structural evaluation of relevant buildings 
In their fifth year the architect students examine the technical component of different architecturally relevant 
buildings. This study enriches their overall constructional insight.  
 
In the shown example students have used a structural engineering program (Powerframe by Buildsoft N.V.) in 
order to evaluate an existing structure. The examined building is the Stratford Station (Wilkinson Eyre Architects) 
in London (UK) which has a very readable structure. 
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figure 1: Stratford Station, Wilkinson Eyre Architects, photo: Laurens Luyten 

 
figure 2:  Structure Stratford Station 

 
The profile-dimensions of the structural arches are higher at the base than at the top. In order to be transportable, 
the steel arch consists of two parts that are connected close to the base. The differences of the profile-dimension 
suggest that it has a fixed floor-support at the base. Three possibilities were investigated: only a fixed support at 
the base (A), a rotational free support at the base and a support from a rotating bar at the top (B), and a fixed 
support at the base and a support from a rotating bar at the top (C) 
 
 

 
figure 3: Arch Stratford Station, 3 different support-schemes and their bending moment diagram 
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Although the profile-dimension suggest a bending moment diagram according to situation A, it is situation C that 
delivers the smallest bending moments and therefore the better structural solution. After further examination it 
became apparent that the place where the two profiles of the arch are connected together, is the same place 
where the bending moment is very small in situation C. So the different profile-dimension made some sense: high 
at the fixed floor-support and small at the top, and at the connection high so the low bending moments could 
easily be transmitted with the bolded plates. But still the ideal dimensions would need fewer steel than the one 
used now. 
 
 

 
figure 4: Arch situation C + dead load, bending moment diagram, global displacement, horizontal displacement 

 
 
 

 

 
figure 5: Arch situation C + variable downward forces, bending moment diagram, global displacement, horizontal displacement 
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figure 6: Arch situation C + variable upward forces, bending moment diagram, global displacement, horizontal displacement 

 
This exercise intends to enlarge the structural insight of the students by letting them test this virtual model so they 
can understand how the structure works and evaluate the structural value of the building. Because this software 
is written to be used by structural engineers, the main drawback is that the students need intense support in order 
to use it correctly.  
 
Comfort in an energetic draft form 
For comfort in an energetic draft form, we only have partial criteria for some sub-aspects of comfort (acoustically-, 
visually-, thermal-, air quality …) that not always speaks for itself with the overall concept. 
An important not fulfilled wish of the designer is to have verifiable comfort criteria which take account with all 
these (very several) influences. 
As people can influence more their surroundings, it is necessary to examine closely the comfort requirements in a 
context of sustainability. 
 
Case: Thermal Bridge Idea. 
Understanding and designing thermal bridge free (or –poor) details. 
 
The preparation of an approach for the assessment of thermal bridges in de EPR-context (Energy Performance 
Regularisation) has been worked out in the framework of the Flemish TETRA-IDEE project, coordinated by  the 
department of Architecture Sint-Lucas Ghent, (WenK) with the support of BBRI, UGent, KULeuven and Physibel. 
  
Calculations of thermal bridge influence are in most cases not required if good building details are used.  A 
database of good building details is developed with an open structure allowing other details to be added in the 
future. For each type of detail (e.g. connection exterial wall with flat roof) a maximum ψ-value (which indicates 
the extra heat transmission trough the thermal bridge) is defined. The following list of maximum ψ-values is 
proposed: 
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figure 7 : maximum ψ-values, Koudebrug-IDEE (coördinated by  the department of Architecture, Sint-Lucas Ghent Belgium) 

 
In order to make the approach applicable in practice, it is necessary that a set of good building details are 
available. Such building details have been developed and the approach is such that other partners (companies, 
educational organisations,...) can develop their sets of building details. 
 

 
figure 8: example of a detail with ψ-value and conditions, Koudebrug-IDEE (coördinated by the department of Architecture, Sint-Lucas Ghent Belgium) 
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The building details with their heat transmission (ψ-criteria) will be made easily accessible by an on-line internet 
application. The concept of the database is such that the content of the database is easily extendable. 
 

 
figure 9: concept of witbsite page, Koudebrug-IDEE (coördinated by the department of Architecture, Sint-Lucas Ghent Belgium) 

 
Designing the details. 
 
1. Using any CAD-software allows every designer to develop a detail folowing some procedures as : 

• A rigid layer-system based on material-based colors. 

• Using polylines (closed contour). 
2. Conversion of the color-based drawing into a pixel-based surface (bmp). 
3. Recognition of the material-based pixel-surface and the dimensioning of the bmp in existing building-physics-
software (e.g. BISCO, Physibel). 
 

 
figure 10: output bmp, heat flow, temperature distribution, Koudebrug-IDEE (coördinated by department of Architecture, Sint-Lucas Ghent Belgium) 

 
The research-team (Physibel) developped a software tool to activate the details by making them adaptable  : 
thermal conductivity, dimensions and boundaries are editable in order to maximalize as many as possible detail-
compositions. The software will automaticaly recalculate the ψ-value to evaluate. This software tool will be freely 
availbale for use in Belgium. The windows-based software tool KOBRA will be accompanied by an atlas of some 
3000 building details.  
So without complex physical foreknowledge it will be possible for the designer in a direct way to design and to 
evaluate his detail with certainty and guarantee in dialogue with his client or with the watching government.   
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figure 11: example of a software tool page, overvieuw, partner Koudebrug-IDEE www.physibel.be (coördinated by department of Architecture, Sint-Lucas 

Ghent Belgium) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
figure 12: example of a software tool page, temperature distribution, partner Koudebrug-IDEE www.physibel.be (coördinated by department of Architecture, 

Sint-Lucas Ghent Belgium) 
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Material 
The material research has the following objectives:  
First: create a technical documentation centre (TDC) to make a critical map of the material offer.  
Second: develop strategies for material choice, material floated,  energy efficiency and striving toward multi-
purpose nature, sent from further going dematerialization and an active striving towards a durable design in all his 
facets. 
 

 
 

In a sense, ‘interdisciplinary of testing and simulation’ involves attacking a subject 
from various angles and methods.  
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